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Dear Parent/Carer,
You may be aware that we have some Covid cases amongst the children in school, several of them
being in the same class. Whilst this may be alarming for you, I want to reassure you that, as a school,
we are doing everything we can to ensure the safety of both children and staff.
Following guidance from the UK Health Security Agency yesterday, we have implemented a few of
the routines previously in place during the pandemic in order to ensure we can continue to operate
safely. These include sitting the children in rows, rather than groups, to limit the spread of droplets
from sneezing or coughing, continuing to eat lunches in classrooms and staying in bubbles. We have
also cancelled after school clubs on their advice as classes did mix at these.
Hopefully these are just temporary measures and we will get back to normal again soon however,
these measures are allowing us to stay fully open. For any children who are off we are posting work
on Class Dojo and would encourage them to complete all work set.
With regards to Christmas, we still intend to hold performances but these will be done by individual
classes rather than all classes mixing together. EACH class will perform something for parents
whether it is with parents being allowed on site or filmed and shown via Class Dojo or similar. We
have no intention at the minute of cancelling anything however, please understand that we are
working closely with the UK Health Security Agency and will of course, abide by their guidance.
If you have any questions at all please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours Truly,
Helen Redmond
Headteacher

